
SPEECH OF THE SPEAKER, NATIONAL ASSEMBLY AT THE BAN QUET IN 
HONOUR OF THE  UN SECRETARY GENERAL 

  
Excellency Mr. Ban Ki-moon, 
Secretary General of the United Nations! 

 Madame Yoo Soon-taek! 

 Distinguished Ministers,  

 Hon’able Parliamentarians, Excellencies, Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen! 

It is my honour to welcome our most honorable guests, Excellency Ban Ki-moon, the 
Secretary General of the United Nations, Madame Yoo Soon-taek and the members of the 
UN delegation to the Parliament of Pakistan. 

 Your presence here, Mr. Secretary General, is of great importance to us on numerous 
counts.  

•        It’s your 3rdvisit to Pakistan, which reflects the United Nation’s continued and 
growing partnership with us.  

•        It takes place at an important juncture of our democratic history when we 
succeeded in the first peaceful democratic transition of power in an entirely civilian set-
up. 

•        And above all, it coincides with our nation’s 67th Independence Day. Your joining 
us on this auspicious occasion renews our joys and celebrations. 

 Excellency! 

 Ever-since our independence, Pakistan has remained deeply committed to the principles 
of the UN Charter and has actively advocated the ideals of global peace and international 
cooperation.  

 Our successive political leaderships have ardently struggled for the supremacy of law, 
respect for human rights and people’s freedoms and our Constitution embodies these 
ideals.  

Pakistan has been one of the largest contributors to the UN peace-keeping operations 
around the world. As a vanguard of global peace, our nation has also rendered 
innumerable sacrifices in the international war on terror as more than 65,000 civilians and 
members of our armed and para-military forces have rendered their lives for the safety 
and security of the world community. Although these have not been duly recognized, we 
are still determined to pursue this course, as we firmly believe in the dignity of mankind 
without any distinction of class, colour or creed. 
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Excellency! 

The Parliament of Pakistan represents the free will of the people and is therefore the 
vanguard of their rights. It has played a pro-active role in creating a balance of power 
among State institutions and harmonizing the relations among the Federation and the 
provinces. It has also undertaken key legislations to pursue the social reforms agenda. In 
this regard, our key focus has been the marginalized sections of the society, especially 
women, children and the minorities. Let me assure you Mr. Secretary General, that it will 
be our constant endavour to improve the human rights situation as a matter of priority. 

Our strides towards democracy are nevertheless a continued process and despite all 
challenges, the entire parliamentary leadership of Pakistan is united in transforming our 
country into a progressive, tolerant and democratic Muslim state, as envisaged by the 
father of the nation, the Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah.  

Here, I am also rightly reminded of your message for the 2012 International Day of 
Democracy, in which you said: 

“Democracies are not born overnight, nor built in a year, or by holding one or two 
elections. They require sustained and painstaking work. Yet once begun, there can be no 
going back.” 

Let me reaffirm Mr. Secretary General, on behalf of the Parliament that in Pakistan, there 
will be no turning back!  

We are determined to protect our democracy; We are committed to strengthen it. 

Emerging democracies, nevertheless, require continued support and partnership from 
other established democracies. In an inter-connected world, this partnership is essential to 
block the path of extremism. As a developing nation, we are faced with the daunting 
challenges of eradicating hunger, disease, mal-nutrition and environmental degradation in 
order to defeat the forces of intolerance and bigotry. The international community, 
therefore, must realize that there is a direct link between peace and prosperity; between 
democracy and development; between self-determination and stability. 

In this regard, we deeply value Mr. Secretary General, your continued efforts and fully 
support you endeavors. In this regard, your statement calling for strict regulation of 
drones under the international law, including the international humanitarian law is 
warmly welcomed. Pakistan looks forward to meaningful actions from the world body on 
this issue, which has posed serious threats to its sovereignty.  
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My nation also deeply acknowledges the UN’s humanitarian assistance and 
infrastructural development support provided after the catastrophes of 2005 earthquake 
and the massive floods of 2010 and 2011. 

On its part, let me reiterate that Pakistan is fully committed to promoting peace and 
stability globally as well as regionally. We firmly believe in a stable and democratic 
Afghanistan and fully support an Afghan-led and Afghan-owned peace and reconciliation 
process in our brotherly neighboring country.  

At the same time, we seek peaceful neighborly ties with India and wish to solve all 
issues, including the dispute of Jammu & Kashmir, which remains the longest unresolved 
item on the UN’s agenda. We sincerely hope that you will advocate an early resolution to 
this dispute, in accordance with the aspirations of the people of Jammu & Kashmir. 

Excellency!  

 Noted German philosopher Go the once wrote:  

 “Freedom must be reinvented in every generation.” 

 With its over 60% population comprising of the youth, Pakistan represent hope;. This is 
a reminder that future is in our hands. At the crossroads of our times, let us jointly kindle 
this hope and make our region and our planet earth a better place to live for our 
generations to come. 

 I thank you all and once again welcome you Mr. Secretary General and Madame Moon 
to Pakistan. 

 Khush Amdeed 

 Pakistan Zindabaad 

 


